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Questions? –
Feel free to 

intervene at any 
time! :D 



Getting to know: Raphi, 
a novice teacher

• Raphael (26) – born in Carinthia

• Language and Literature nerd

• Semi-gifted tennis player

• Proud owner of a stubborn fluffy Corgi

• True-Crime addict (Podcasts + Netflix)

• English teacher at the BHAK/BHAS Judenburg since February 
2022

• Member of Career Counselling Team 

• Forms being currently taught: 2S, 2C, 3A, 5C



Lead-in Activity: Brainstorming (5 min.)

You are doing an internship at Kantar TNS, a market research agency in London, and your boss wants to
organise a multicultural week in his company to gain a better understanding of the importance of cultural
diversity in the community and the workplace. He asked you to write a leaflet for the employees of Kantar TNS
in which you should:

• Explain the importance of mutual respect
• Highlight the benefits of cultural diversity in the workplace
• Give information about activities during the multicultural week of Kantar TNS (250 words)

Try to think of potential ideas for these bullet points  
Year + Language Level?
Would you assign such a writing task to your students?



THE POWER OF SAMPLE 
TEXTS



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND – Part I

How can parallel texts impact foreign language learning? (Conti, 2015)

Benefit I: They encourage ‘noticing’

Noticing hypothesis put forward by Schmidt (1990): a foreign language grammar structure cannot occur unless the 
learner ‘notices’ the gap between the way a structure is used in the target language and their own L1

‘Noticing’ occurs in authentic linguistic contexts

To encourage and scaffold ‘noticing’, it is advisable to ask metalinguistic questions on the next to elicit a specific 
grammar or lexical structure



THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND 

– PART II

Benefit II: Students 
learn vocabulary in 

context

Parallel texts 
considered 

authentic ways of 
presenting new 

lexical items

Using parallel texts 
for identifying 

useful words and 
phrases I want my 

students to 
learn/remember

Significantly 
enhances retention 

of target lexis

Preferred vocab 
activities: Matching 

activities 
(synonyms, 
antonyms, 
definitions)



THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND 

– PART III

Benefit III: Versatile 
use of sample texts 

within the classroom 
of EFL

Sample texts facilitate 
content work and 

provides students with 
ideas for written and 

oral assignments

The usage of sample 
texts is not restricted 

to one single language 
skill (Reading, Word 

Formation and 
subsequent speaking 

task)

Sample texts enable 
students to get familiar 
with Standard English 
Writing conventions



How to go 
about using 

parallel texts in 
an EFL-setting: 
Cyberbullying 
(Written and 

Oral Task)

∙ Target Group: 2S 

∙ Number of Students: 9

∙ Language Level: A2/A2+

∙ General Topic: Are you connected?

∙ Specific Focus: Cyberbullying

∙ Book: Focus on Modern Careers (A2) – Reading 
Comprehension proposed

Can-do statements for this chapter: 

∙ I can express my own opinion about familiar topics in blog 
comments

∙ I can find necessary information in longer texts or parts of 
texts in order to solve a task

∙ I can express my own opinion in longer stretches of 
speech. Furthermore, I can give advice and suggest 
strategies when it comes to familiar topics



What does the 
book propose?



Writing Task: 
A blog 

comment



Content Work: 
Characteristics of 
a Blog comment 

– Part I



Content Work: 
Characteristics 

of a Blog 
comment – Part 

II: Students’ 
answers/ideas

Username, Date, Time

Paragraphs

Reference to the original post

You ‘communicate’ with the author

All paragraphs have the same length

No final sign-off but you wish the author all the best

Each paragraph talks about a separate idea 



Collecting ideas: 
Brainstorming

∙ BP2 and BP3: some ideas already present in sample blog 
post

∙ Sample Text full of useful sample phrases and language 
chunks

∙ Precise terminology (offender, victim, bully, to attack, to 
harass, hostile …)

∙ Grammar: passive constructions, modal verbs, if-clauses 

∙ Collocations: to hide one’s identity, to have access to, to 
be a victim of, have you ever seen, have face-to-face 
encounters



Language of Giving Advice

Tell your students to use different sentence structures and 
after some time they will find their most favourite ones! ☺



Students’ final products



Follow-up Task: Oral 
Assignment

Over to you: Would you be able to talk 
about this issue for three minutes straight?



Various Sources of Input



How to 
structure your 

ILT (Individual 
Long Turn)



Why bother working with ‘Input’?

Proposed input 
makes students feel 

more secure

Repetitive use of 
linguistic structures 
enhances language 

retention

Students learn how 
to properly structure 
their discourse (oral 

and written)

Students’ 
confidence rises over 

time



How to combine 
different linguistic skills?

∙ Language in Use (B2) →Word 
Formation

∙ Reading Comprehension → Follow-up 
Activity (True/False + Justification)

∙ Speaking Input (Matura Task) → Talk 
about the Future of Banking



Writing 
Assignment: 

Leaflet



Sample Text: Student 
Accounts – HSBC UK

• Useful Terminology in Context!

• Structure and the target audience similar to 
the task

• Provides ideas for BP 3



Written Assignments: Leaflet Task



Potential 
Challenges and 

Drawbacks



Challenges and 
Drawbacks

∙ Time factor (usually takes some time to find suitable texts)

∙ Plagiarism (running the risk of having your students blindly 
copy and paste phrases)

∙ Level of sample texts (sometimes they are too easy or too 
difficult)

∙ Authenticity ? (Sometimes I have to modify certain lexical 
items, grammar structures, syntax…)

∙ Openness (Students have to grow accustomed to using sample 
texts)

∙ Autonomy ? (working with sample texts still needs a lot of 
guidance even though it should foster autonomous learning)



'Teaching is 
the greatest act 
of optimism’



Follow-up 
Discussion
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